Abstract-Beaconing is a basic communication process taking place in Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs) to achieve cooperative awareness among vehicles on the road. It is actually a paradigm of information spreading among peer-agents, where each node of a networks sends periodically broadcast messages containing information collected by the node itself. A trade-off arises between the update frequency of the broadcast information and the congestion induced in the wireless shared channel used to send the messages, which is based on the IEEE 802.11p standard in case of a VANET. For periodic updates, the primary metric is the Age-of-Information (AoI), i.e., the age of the latest update received by neighboring nodes. We define an analytical model to evaluate the AoI of a VANET, given the connectivity graph of the vehicles. Analytical results are compared to simulation to assess the accuracy of the model. The model provides a handy tool to optimize the AoI trade-off.
I. INTRODUCTION
A common messaging paradigm in the context of the Internet of Things (IoT) consists of a network of peer-agents sending broadcast update messages to one another. These messages carry state variables of sending nodes and/or information collected locally by sending nodes, which is spread to their neighbors. Each node maintains a map of the latest updates or possibly of the most updated processing results obtained from the stream of data it receives continually from its neighbors.
A specific major example of this communication paradigm is a Vehicular Ad Hoc Network (VANET), where vehicle nodes exchange beacon messages to maintain cooperative awareness of one another. In this context the Dedicated ShortRange Communication (DSRC) standard [1] has been defined, based on IEEE 802.11p PHY and MAC layers, fully compliant with ETSI ITS-G5 [2] standard. On top of this CSMA-based communication technology, safety and traffic information or efficiency applications have been defined, such as Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAMs) [3] and Decentralized Environmental Notification Messages (DENMs) [4] . The former ones are sent out periodically by each equipped vehicle to inform about its type, position, direction of movement, speed and other optional features. The latter ones are intended to provide early warning of potentially critical road and traffic events, aiming ultimately to enhance travel safety.
Examples of message sending in different contexts include wireless sensor networks [5] (of whom the VANET is one major, special example), gossiping algorithms [6] , [7] , distributed consensus algorithms [8] , [9] , network of automata [10] , and synchronization of coupled nodes through a network [11] . The common point of all these contexts is that some kind of dynamical process evolves over a network, possibly large and time-varying, formed by a set of peer-agents. The evolution of the process is tied to message passing and state updates among nodes. Most of those examples need periodically updated information on a time scale compatible with the application requirements.
A key point in the exchange of cooperative messages, as well as in general in the broadcast of update messages to neighbors in any network of distributed agents communicating through a shared channel, is to control the congestion level so as not to impair the regular and timely update of time-critical information. Reducing the sending rate of updating messages is the obvious control variable to avoid congestion, yet it leads to a smaller refresh rate of information. The trade-off between congestion of the communication channel and refresh rate of the information carried by the messages has brought to the definition of a specific metric, the Age-of-Information (AoI). Given a table at node i whose entries are updates from another node j, the AoI at time t of those updates is measured by A ij (t) = t − u k (j → i) for t ∈ [u k (j → i), u k+1 (j → i)), where u k (j → i) is the time when the k-th update from j is received by i. Whenever a new update is received, the AoI drops to zero; then it grows by 1 second per second of elapsed time until the next update. A sample path of the AoI metric is shown in Figure 1 .
The shared wireless channel is run typically according to a random access protocol, given that usually no central coordination exists and resource partitioning and allocation would entail a lot of signaling, hence inducing an unacceptable overhead with respect to the target of the resource allocation (i.e., sending relatively short messages, often ranging between few hundred to few thousand bytes). With random access, as the level of contention for the medium grows because of the increasing activity of the nodes, collisions bring to message losses. Since broadcast mode is used in the application considered in this work, no acknowledgement and retransmission scheme is used at MAC layer. The message loss due to a collision is recovered when an update message is eventually received. Obviously, message losses impact negatively on the AoI.
AoI has been addressed specifically in [12] , [13] , [14] . Kaul et al. [12] gives a nice general model to evaluate the AoI of a population of information sources coupled to a central server by means of a limited capacity channel. The general abstract model is able to highlight the basic trade-off involved in the AoI. Yet it refers to a single shared channel, not a distributed network of interacting agents. Kaul et al. [13] devise an adaptive beaconing strategy to minimize the age of information by balancing the load (hence the contention level) on the access wireless network and the frequency of updates. The addressed scenario is a vehicular network. Franco et al. [14] address the design of a cross-layer MAC protocol optimized to reduce the age of information in WLAN with high level of contention.
As for CSMA network modeling, since the classic model of IEEE 802.11 CSMA/CA of Bianchi [15] , several extensions have been defined. Liew et al. [16] gives a relatively simple model to evaluate the performance of CSMA networks with partial sensing. The model addresses saturated nodes. Besides, it implies the computation of Maximum Independent Sets (MISs) of the network graph, where an arc is introduced between nodes i and j if both i and j can hear each other. This computation becomes impractical for graphs with more than several hundred links. A general CSMA network model is presented in [17] to address both saturated and non saturated CSMA/CA networks with partial sensing. The analysis is elegant and extremely powerful. However, the continuous-time model defined in that work does not account for collisions. Moreover, it brings about the same unfeasibility problem as with [16] , since it requires the computation of the MISs of the network graph.
The contribution of this work is twofold. On a methodological level, we aim at stating and assessing an analytical model that can capture the distributed contention in a CSMA network to calculate the AoI. On the application level, we investigate how the key parameters of the MAC layer and of the messaging protocol impact on the AoI in a VANET, by considering a realistic urban scenario describing the vehicular traffic within the city of Cologne (Germany), as well as an artificially created Manhattan Grid scenario, based on artificial traffic generation and communication.
In the following, the system scenario for the VANET application is layed out (Section II). Then, the analytical model is developed (Section III). The simulation setup for the assessment of the model accuracy is introduced in Section IV. Performance results are displayed in Section V. Concluding remarks are given in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM SCENARIO FOR THE VANET APPLICATION In this article we consider a particular example of wireless sensor networks, namely VANETs, where the entities exchanging the information are represented by vehicles roaming in an area of interest. This is a typical example of a dynamic and evolving network, with the state and the topology continuously changing over time. In such a scenario, vehicles are considered as mobile network nodes able to communicate among each other using the DSRC technology.
Timely and updated information is essential for a wide range of applications, varying from safety to urban sensing in general. Most of these applications rely on cooperative awareness, which can be achieved through regular exchange of messages containing application specific information. For instance, vehicles' position, dynamics and attributes have to be exchanged to support safety related applications. Vehicles can also act as mobile sensing platforms, meaning that environmental information can be periodically exchanged for urban sensing purposes. All this data needs to be packed up and delivered to every vehicle with a certain frequency to guarantee the freshness of the information (i.e., the AoI) required by each specific application.
As an example, the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) defined two types of such messages: CAMs [3] and DENMs [4] . CAMs are periodically exchanged messages operated by the cooperative awareness basic service in the ITS G5 facility layer. The information contained in this type of messages is generally related to the vehicle status (e.g., position, speed, time, etc.) and attributes (e.g., vehicle type, dimensions, etc.). The generation period of a CAM, that is, the time interval between two consecutive CAM generations, may vary and depends on different factors, like the vehicle current status or the radio channel load. However, the ETSI ITS G5 standard defines a lower and upper bound for this generation period, which is 100 ms ≤ T msg ≤ 1000 ms.
DENMs are event-based messages, which are triggered whenever an exceptional event occurs and vehicles roaming in the near geographic area have to be informed. The content of these messages is related to the type, position and duration of the incident. A vehicle detecting an unusual event, starts broadcasting DENM messages, which can be retransmitted by other receiving vehicles, for the whole time this event is present. Relevant information from both CAM and DENM messages is maintained in a local data structure, named Local Dynamic Map (LDM) [18] . All interested applications have access and rely on the updated information contained in these LDMs. The LDM is updated every time a new CAM or DENM is received and the content of this message is fresher than the information currently present in the LDM. If the CAMs or DENMs are lost due to congestion, collisions, etc., then the information inside the LDM becomes outdated, which may affect time-critical applications. The AoI metric is defined to measure and quantify how old is the information contained in the LDM at any point in time.
The considered scenario consists of an urban Region of Interest (RoI) defined by the road map where vehicles move. Vehicles are equipped with On-Board Units (OBUs) and transmit periodically broadcast messages. Each vehicle maintains a database of the last update received by neighboring vehicles. New records are added as updates are received, while stale information is purged out of the table after a timer expires. Details of the simulation model are given in Section IV.
III. ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR AOI EVALUATION
We focus on periodic one-hop message exchange, with nodes sending messages of given length L with period T msg . New messages are accepted by the MAC layer entity of a node as long as it is idle. If the node is busy, the arriving new message is stored in a buffer. Further arriving messages are overwritten so that only the latest message is taken care of by the MAC layer, as soon as the previous message has been sent out on the channel. This setting is consistent with the periodic issuing of the beacon messages, each carrying an update of the vehicle information. Given this setting, only the latest update is worth being transmitted.
The model describes the generic node operation with a renewal process. Let us consider a tagged node A sending a message at time
Since the times {t k } k∈Z are regeneration points for the sending process, the sequence of intervals {Y k } forms a renewal process 1 . We can distinguish two cases according to whether the contention plus transmission time is less than the message inter-arrival time (top picture in Figure 2 ) or not (bottom plot on Figure 2 ).
Then
where B is a random variable defined as the time elapsing from the moment when the MAC layer takes in charge a PDU until it eventually sends it out on the radio channel. B is the sum of the transmission time T (including the overhead) and of the time C spent on counting until the backoff counter hits 0. If the channel is sensed busy, the counter is frozen until the channel activity terminates. Otherwise, the counter is decremented after a back-off time slot of duration δ. Let C denote the count down time, defined as the sum of a number of "slot" times, each slot lasting either δ, the IEEE 802.11p back-off slot duration, or T , which is the time required 1 At least, this is true under the simplifying assumption of independence of the stations' states.
to complete a MAC PDU transmission, including PHY and MAC overhead, and the ensuing DIFS 2 . Then
where N is a discrete random variable with uniform distribution over [0, W 0 − 1], W 0 being the base contention window size of IEEE 802.11p, and X(j) are i.i.d. random variables with the same distribution as X defined by
Here b is the probability that the tagged node senses the channel busy.
In the evaluation of the statistics of X and hence of C, we must account for the fact that only partial sensing is realized in general. In other words, while some neighbor N 1 of the tagged node A is transmitting, and hence the tagged node freezes its count-down state, some other neighbor N 2 of A could start its own transmission, in case N 2 is out of carrier sensing range of N 1 , i.e., N 1 is hidden to N 2 . The resulting effect as seen by the tagged node A is that its freezing time lasts more than T . This 'expanded' duration of the activity sensed on the channel by A depends on the maximum number of nodes that can start transmitting independently of one another, i.e., that do not sense one another. Let n MIS denote the cardinality of the MIS around A. Once the transmission starts, up to n MIS − 1 more transmissions could start with random phases. By assuming independence and uniform probability distribution of the relative phasing in [0, T ], it can be found easily that the time T is replaced by T (2 − 1/n MIS ). The 'expansion' factor ψ = 2 − 1/n MIS ≥ 1 of the activity time reduces to 1 when n MIS = 1, i.e., all neighbors of A do sense each other. A proxy of the number n MIS that is easier to calculate isn = c+ν (1−c) , where ν is the number of neighbors of A and c is the clustering coefficient of A. This is simply a linear interpolation between n MIS = 1 when c = 1 and n MIS = ν when c = 0. The clustering coefficient of a graph node A is the ratio of the number of links among the ν neighbors of A divided by the maximum number of such links, i.e., ν(ν − 1)/2. Given the adjacency matrix A of an undirected graph, the clustering coefficient of node i is
, where i can be found as the i-th element of the diagonal of the matrix A 3 /2. In the definition of X i , the random variable X at node i, we therefore substitute T with Tψ i , whereψ
We have the following identities for the first two moments of
The first two moments of Y i are found by considering all realizations β k of the random variable B i and the relevant probabilities, i.e., p i (k) ≡ P(B i = β k ). By definition:
for γ ≥ 1, and then Equation (1) yields
where, for k = 0, . . . , W 0 − 1., we have
and
The probability that the i-th node attempts a transmission on the channel is
where τ 0 is the probability of attempting a transmission in a saturated CSMA/CA network, when binary exponential backoff is not used and only the basic contention window size is used. Hence, τ 0 = 2/(1+W 0 ), with W 0 = 15, according to the IEEE 802.11p standard. Note that nodes do not operate necessarily in saturation, since they are requested to send one message every T msg . As long as B i < T msg node i completes contention and message transmission before the next message is ready to send. This is the typical case for standard message periods (between 100 ms and 1000 ms), given that the contention time ranges between few ms and several tens of ms typically. There remains to characterize the probability b. Let us introduce a subscript i for the tagged node. Let a ij denote the entry (i, j) of the adjacency matrix A of the carrier sensing graph of the nodes. In words, a ij = 1 if and only if node j can receive (detect) the signal emitted by node i. Since the radio channel is reciprocal, we can assume that A is symmetric. In this model, we assume that the carrier sensing matrix A is given (see Section V).
As τ j is the probability that node j is found transmitting, the probability that a neighbor node j of i is not transmitting is 1 − τ j a ji . We adopt the common independence assumption, whereby the states of the competing nodes in the CSMA network are assumed to be independent of one another. Then, the probability that node i senses an idle channel, i.e., that all its neighbors are silent, is
3 Note that we define a ii = 0.
where n is the number of nodes in the network, hence the size of the adjacency matrix. Summing up, the τ i 's can be found by solving a system of non-linear equations made up of Equations (3), (6) and (7). If we write τ ≡ [τ 1 τ 2 . . . τ n ], the equation system can be written in a compact form as τ = F(τ ). The function F(·) is continuous and maps the unit hypercube into itself. Hence, Brouwer's theorem guarantees that there exists a fixed point.
Once the transmission probabilities τ i are computed, we can find the conditional probability of success, P s (i, j), of the event that node j receives a message from node i, given that i transmits the message. This amounts to node i transmitting and: (i) none of the neighbors of j being active at the same time; (ii) node j not transmitting as well. We can divide the neighbors of j into two sets:
A i,j the set of neighbors of j that are also neighbors of i; B i,j the set of neighbors of j that are not neighbors of i.
The nodes belonging to the first set are synchronized by the activity of i, while the other nodes are not. Therefore, the transmission probability for node k ∈ A i,j is τ k . Nodes in B i,j are outside the communication range of i, hence they are hidden with respect to i. We assume they are completely desynchronized with i, hence node k ∈ B i,j can start transmitting in any slot time of duration δ with probability δ/E[Y k ]. The vulnerability interval of the message sent by node i to node j comprises m ≡ 2T/δ − 1 slot times. Therefore
a kj m for all j = i. The time Z ij to deliver a new message from i to j is given by
where Y i (r) ∼ Y i are the times between successive transmission attempts of node i, Y i is given in Equation (1) , and N ij is the number of attempts required to make a successful message transfer from i to j. Assuming that successive attempt outcomes are independent of one another, N ij has a geometric probability distribution, i.e.
P(N ij
for h ≥ 1. The AoI at node j for messages coming from i equals t − t ij (k) for t ∈ [t ij (k), t ij (k) + Z ij ), where t ij (k) is the time of arrival of the k-th message from i to j. The mean value of the AoI from i to j, H ij , is akin to the mean remaining service time in a queue, i.e.
E[H
It is
The expressions above allow to compute the mean AoI of messages flowing from i to j. The AoI at j can be obtained by averaging over all neighbor nodes of j, if any. If j is isolated, it receives no message actually, so AoI is meaningless. Besides this marginal case, we can define (11) provide that ν j ≡ n i=1 a ij > 0. The overall average AoI of the entire network can be summarized by the following definition:
where
IV. SIMULATION MODEL
To validate the proposed analytical model, we compare its performance with a realistic simulation model of a VANET. The main roles of the simulations set is to test the key simplifying assumptions of the analytical model, namely:
• independence of the node states, used to derive the message delivery success probabilities; • vehicle mobility, not accounted for in the analytical model;
• details of the MAC protocol in a partial sensing environment. In particular, we consider a set of two simulation scenarios. The first one is an artificially generated Manhattan Grid scenario, created using realistic road lengths and building dimensions taken from downtown Manhattan. This scenario consists of vertical roads representing main avenues, each road having a total of 4 lanes (2 lanes per direction), and of horizontal roads representing secondary streets, each street having a total of 2 lanes (one lane per direction). The distance between 2 junctions on the horizontal and vertical roads is of 275 and 80 m respectively. Parallel roads are separated by buildings obstructing the inter-vehicle DSRCbased communication. Both vehicular mobility and networking are simulated over a larger area, but the observed region is smaller in order to avoid border effects. In particular, the target area is enclosed in a 620 m × 530 m region situated in the center of our simulated scenario. This area contains 3 vertical and 7 horizontal roads as described above.
The second simulation scenario that we consider is based on the TapasCologne 4 [19] vehicular mobility dataset (see Figure 3 ), which covers a region of 400 km 2 in the city of Cologne, Germany, and reproduces with a high level of realism the vehicular traffic for a period of 24 h. For our simulations, we delimited a 2.16 km × 2.43 km target area situated in the center of Cologne city, represented in Figure 3 .
The vehicular mobility is simulated with SUMO [20] , a micro-mobility road traffic simulator, while the vehicular networking part is simulated with the well-known framework composed of OMNeT++ [21] and Veins [22] . Vehicles are following the Krauss vehicular mobility model and the random trips traffic flow origin-destination model. The mobility is generated with a fringe factor equal to 10, meaning that it is 10 times more likely that the trips will start/end at the fringe of the simulated scenario. In this way, we model our vehicular traffic to start and end outside of the target area.
We assume that all vehicles have DSRC technology on-board. IEEE 802.11p parameters are considered for MAC and PHY. Two attenuation models are used: the free-space path loss with α = 2, and the simple obstacle shadowing [23] to model the impact of buildings on signal propagation. The main simulation parameters can be found in Table I. At the application level, a simple beacon exchange mechanism is implemented, where every vehicle, periodically with period T msg and independently, broadcasts a beacon message containing basic information, like identification, position, velocity, timestamp, etc. T msg is a global parameter known to all vehicles. Also, every vehicle maintains a Local Data Base (LDB) (i.e., simulating an LDM) where the information from the incoming beacon messages is stored. In a separate data structure, the last arrival times for every neighboring vehicle are saved, so as to be able to compute the time between two consecutive receptions of a beacon message from the same neighbor.
In the simulation vehicles enter the RoI in the considered urban map, roam in the RoI, then eventually they leave it. We focus on an observation time interval I = [t 0 −Δ/2, t 0 +Δ/2], where t 0 is a generic time of the statistical equilibrium regime of the simulation. Each vehicle collects messages coming from its neighbors. Let K ij be the set of indices of messages originated by node i and received by node j during the interval I. Let further Δt ij (r) be the time interval spanning between the reception of the r and the (r + 1)-th message from i at j, for r ∈ K ij . Then, the estimate of the average AoI of messages from j at node i is given by (see Figure 1 )
The overall average of the AoI can be obtained by averaging theĤ ij 's, weighted by the fraction of the observation time when the messages have been collected, namelyĤ (14) where N (I) is the number of vehicle seen roaming in the RoI during the a time interval I in the statistical equilibrium regime. Putting together Equations (13) and (14), we can writê
where M(I) is the set of all messages received by some vehicle during the interval I.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
For the validation against simulations, the analytical model takes in input the network connectivity graph based on the carrier sensing, which we obtain from simulations by taking snapshots over time of the vehicular network. In particular, we obtain the adjacency matrix A from a short simulation of the beacon exchange process, where every vehicle is sending in broadcast a beacon every T msg . This allows every vehicle to build its own LDB, which we then use to build the network connectivity graph (i.e., the adjacency matrix A). By doing so, we make sure that A is obtained by accounting for the radio channel model built into the simulator and described in In Figures 4 and 5 we show the average AoI when varying the sending period for the Cologne and Manhattan Grid scenarios respectively. We can see that the results obtained with the analytical model are close to the simulation results, meaning that the proposed model is able to capture and approximate quite well how the average AoI changes with the sending period. The model yields a less accurate upper bound for the Manhattan Grid scenario and for the lowest value of the sending period in case of the Cologne scenario. In both cases, the model provides an upper bound of the actual performance anyway. An important observation is that the model captures the optimal level of the message sending interval, which is around 150 ms for Cologne and 500 ms for Manhattan Grid. When we depart from these optimal levels, the AoI starts increasing. Moreover, even at the optimal sending interval, the AoI is quite higher than the ideal level T msg /2.
This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that for such low intervals the channel is highly congested, as can be seen from Figure 6 , which leads to a higher message loss ratio and to the fact that a backlogged node has to wait for a much longer time to sense the channel idle. Message loss impacts strongly the AoI, leading to variable and stochastically high gaps between received updates. On the other side, when the sending period grows, the contention on the wireless channel is relieved, but then the AoI starts increasing again because of the large time between the sending of successive updates. Figure 6 also shows that the Manhattan Grid scenario is much more congested than Cologne. Figure 7 is a scatter plot of the average probability of successful message delivery for node i, namely P s (i) = j P s (i, j)a ij /ν i , as a function of the number of neighbors ν i . It is apparent that the average success probability depends on how crowded the node neighborhood is, which is directly related to the air interface congestion. For longer message sending periods (e.g., T msg = 1000 ms) the dependence of P s (i) versus ν i is weak, whereas a wide range of levels of P s (i) can be observed for shorter periods. This points out that the local effectiveness of message refreshing becomes critically dependent on the local vehicle density as the message sending period is decreased, i.e., locally different performance can be experienced by vehicles. This finding is consistent with the observations in [24] and [25] , where the authors propose adaptive beaconing solutions to cope with variable vehicle density. Figure 8 shows the (net) average throughput of a node, that is to say the average amount of data delivered by a node to its neighboring nodes successfully. This is simply
It is apparent that the more the neighbors of a node, the less the amount of throughput that the node can sustain. This is consistent with the intuition that in crowded network spots the high level of contention hinders the possibility of delivering update messages to neighboring nodes. This T p =1000 (ms) Figure 9 . Average AoI of nodes with respect to the number of DSRC neighbors for different sending periods is strongly amplified according to the level of T msg . As the message sending frequency 1/T msg grows, the throughput levels change from essentially constant with the number of neighbors to extremely sensitive to the number of neighbors (e.g., see T msg = 50 ms, where the throughput drops by more than one order of magnitude from low to high number of neighbors). Increasing the message sending frequency triggers an increasing level of unfairness in the message throughput performance experienced by nodes as a function of the local vehicle density, The best comprise is achieved around a message sending period between 150 and 200 ms.
Finally, Figure 9 shows the average AoI per node E[H i ] against the number of neighboring nodes. In general, E[H i ] grows with the number of neighbors. While the dependence is weak for large levels of T msg , it gets dramatic for the lowest considered level of the message sending period, where E[H i ] spans two orders of magnitude. Thus, maintaining balanced performance among different nodes requires avoiding too small levels of T msg . However, large levels of T msg entail a large AoI anyway, due to the sporadic refresh of information. The best compromise between 'stable' performance of nodes, irrespective of the local vehicle density and small AoI levels, is achieved for T msg ranging between 150 and 200 ms.
A spatial representation of the per-node AoI E[H i ] is shown in Figure 10 . Dots correspond to vehicles and are scattered according to their registered position at the observation time in the simulation. The average per-node AoI calculated for Mean AoI (ms) Cologne L= 100 bytes L= 500 bytes L=1000 bytes L=2000 bytes Figure 11 . Mean Age-of-Information with respect to sending period for different packet lengths each node according to the model is shown by using a heat colormap labelled with AoI levels in milliseconds. From the layout of the nodes, it is apparent that hot spots (i.e., zones where the AoI level experienced by nodes is high) are located mainly at road crossings. The model can be used to gain insight into the effect of T msg as well as other system parameters. Figure 11 shows the mean Age-of-Information with respect to sending period for different packet lengths L. The best operating point, i.e., the one minimizing the AoI, grows substantially as the packet length is increased. It is about 20 ms for L = 100 B, while for L = 2000 B the minimum AoI is attained around T msg ∼ 500 ms. As the message sending frequency increases, the AoI performance tends to saturate. This corresponds to the fact that the DSRC air interface gets saturated and the MAC level performance becomes essentially independent of the message sending period (i.e., nodes always have a new message to send).
VI. CONCLUSION
In this article we define an analytical model to evaluate the Age-of-Information of a VANET, defined as the mean age of the latest update received by neighboring nodes, given the network connectivity graph of the vehicles. We validate the proposed solution by comparing it with realistic simulations of an urban area representing an area of the Cologne city and a generic Manhattan Grid scenario. Our results show that the analytical model is able to capture and approximate quite well how the average AoI changes with respect to the beacon sending frequency. It points out that an unfairness problem exists, i.e., AoI is directly related to vehicle density. Increasing the message sending period is beneficial for those vehicles that move in sparser zones, whereas it can degrade AoI strongly if used for vehicles in crowded areas. The analytical model can be used to set the sending period so as to minimize the AoI metric. It could also be used to guide the development of adaptive beaconing algorithms.
Further work could address the limitations of the analytical model, i.e., its inaccuracy as the mean vehicle density grows. The key point that calls for more investigation is capturing the effect of partial sensing, which is done in a simple, yet coarse way in our model by exploiting the clustering coefficient. A second point is to understand whether the relevant node connectivity information for the evaluation of the AoI can be reduced to some global property of the carrier sensing graph, rather than to the detailed adjacency matrix.
